HELPING OUR CUSTOMERS REACH THEIR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
REPURPOSING 100% OF YOUR USED COOKING OIL INTO SOMETHING NEW

Our customers have more to think about than what to do about their grease... at least until it becomes a problem.

Let DAR PRO Solutions take that worry from your plate. We offer used cooking oil collection and professional grease trap service on a national scale. We collect and repurpose your used oil, creating valuable new resources such as: biofuels (produced at one of our company’s three biofuel production facilities); nutritional ingredients for animal feed and pet foods; or in a host of other applications used by businesses and households around the world every day.

Our sustainable and environmentally-critical services help our business partners reach their own sustainability goals.

DAR PRO offers the most diverse line of used cooking oil collection equipment, with customer service that can meet the needs of the national chains or the local independent operator. Call today for a service consultation.

855-DAR-PRO1 (855-327-7761)

Adding value through service and innovation

A DARLING/GRIFFIN BRAND

darpro-solutions.com
SERVICE AND SUSTAINABILITY

CHOOSE THE PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST TO PROVIDE WHAT YOU NEED

USED COOKING OIL REMOVAL SERVICES
Serving the food industry for over 135 years

- National service area, for large chains to independent owners
- Best-in-industry used cooking oil equipment, with volume and footprint options to meet your store’s needs
- Over 20 years experience building our Cleanstar models
- Computerized routing for efficient service and record-keeping; among the top 50 privately-owned fleets in the US
- Our customer service team available 24/7/365

WHY USE INDOOR EQUIPMENT?

- No more carrying hot oil to an outdoor container
- Back door security - Safer work environment - Cleaner kitchen
- Minimize grease theft and prevent contamination from excess water or debris, preserving the value of your used oil
- Our direct pump solution eliminates the need to manually transfer hot grease from fryer to tank, keeping the process cleaner and safer for your employees

DIAMOND GREEN DIESEL, NORCO LA
North America’s largest facility to convert animal fats and used cooking oils into renewable diesel is owned jointly by Darling Ingredients and Valero Energy Corp. Renewable diesel is a second generation drop-in biofuel virtually identical to petroleum diesel and can be distributed via the existing pipeline.

- Annually converts 1.3 billion lbs. of feedstock into approximately 160 million gallons of renewable diesel
- Expansion to 275 million gallon capacity by 2Q-2018
- Processes approximately 11% of the animal fats and used cooking oil generated in the U.S.

PROFESSIONAL GREASE TRAP SERVICE

- Professional grease trap survey to determine a discreet service schedule based on your volume and needs
- Material removed is repurposed where possible
- Unrecyclable material disposed of at licensed facilities
- Regular DAR PRO trap service helps assure your store stays in compliance with local and national regulations

Indoor units provide our 4S Solution:

Partner with DAR PRO Solutions and help us make a difference in our world.